The intention of operating an electron linear accelerator subharmonically beam loaded for free electron laser (FEL) application requires justification of the beam-loaded energy gain equation. The mode of operation typically planned is 5-10 nanocoulombs single RF cycle pulses at 25-50 nanosecond intervals. This 
where q is the charge in the pulse.
Several other investigations of single bunch beam loading have been undertaken, notably at SLAC, where it has been found experimentally that the beam-loading varies directly as the bunch charge and independently of its energy; that investigation also included radiation effects of the 'wake' field a d losses owing to parasitic effects of higher order modes.2) Similar investigations have been made at Osaka Univ.(3) and NBS (Gaithersburg). 4) In the case of beam loading where there are multiple pulses transiting at the same time, spaced far enough apart that significant RF power is introduced between pulses, the energy gain may be calculated by dividing the waveguide into a number of segments, each equal in length to the integral of the interpulse time (T) and the local group velocity (v (z)). The number of segments is evidently T /T. In the case of transient operation of a linear accelerator, such that there is only one bunch in the waveguide during bunch transit and where there is no significant input RF power during the pulse length of the packet, the energy gain of the first and last particle of the bunch is independent of the bunch shape and depends only on the stored energy in the waveguide and the total charge transiting the structure.(l)
where Vi is the energy gain of the initial particle and Vf that of the final particle; WB is the energy in the beam pulse, WB = f iV dt (9) and Ws is the energy stored in the waveguide at the end of the pulse. By assumption, the stored energy at the beginning of the pulse (WO), WO = Ws + WB (10) which can be calculated from the power input and a description of the waveguide.
Derivation of Eq. (8) is lengthy, but a transcending one is provided by the observation that the energy gain of a particle is proportional to the electric field in the waveguide and that the stored energy is proportional to the square of the field intensity in the structure,
This calculation is ideal; it assumes an infinitesimally small bunch (vanishingly small phase extent, although that is somewhat inconsistent), ignores space charge forces and injection phase and is, therefore, a limiting case; the spectrum width cannot be better than that indicated (without programming injection phase).
In general, the energy gain of a particle in a short pulse is t (14) V(t) =E0L cos ¢(t) - In the case of subharmonic loading, where there are several pulses transiting the waveguide at the same time, the energy spread in a single bunch may be calculated as the difference of energy gain of the first and last particle of the same bunch. Using the segment model above and the "fat electron" approach from which it is evident that such a phase programming scheme will require an extravagant amount of stored energy in the waveguide.
Obviously, all the above arguments may be derived for constant impedance accelerator waveguide but are omitted for want of space.
